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If your company relies on other people to help generate business, you
may want to revaluate how that sales cycle works. 

With advances in technology and more people online than there ever
before, it is certainly worth taking a moment to see how things can be
both simplified and improved.

An upgrade in your sales cycle wont break the bank, but it will help
increase what the bank is holding!

Is the cold approach the best
use of your team's time?

Are you getting the most
value from your team?

Are you presenting your
BRAND in the best way?

If you have a sales team cold
calling, emailing etc. ask
yourself..

 

Introduction 
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TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR LEAD GENERATION

Raising BRAND awareness to
help them raise CAPITAL or
generate SALES.

Digitally transforming their
business to grow online.

Scaling up their business to
close more SALES.

Attracting new INVESTORS.

Our approach is to apply different
strategies to help people achieve
their business goals, by:

Next, we will cover 2 powerful
tools that we use to generate
business for companies in any
industry, regardless of their
stage and goals.



The value funnel should be a dedicated landing page that
replicates the look and feel of your business website but has
some added extra value motivating prospects to take action. 

Useful platforms for the funnels execution include: HubSpot
Growth Platform, PlusThis, Systeme.io, WishPond, Instapage,
Leadpages, ClickFunnels, GetResponse Autofunnel, Kajabi,
Wordpress, and even plain HTML.

The value funnel differs from your normal marketing/sales funnel.
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The Value Funnel

THE GOAL IS TO PROVIDE VALUE TO YOUR TARGET MARKET!
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Step 1 - Profiled Audience
We profile the audience
based upon in-depth
market research.

Step 3 - Prospects Take Action
By us providing informative and
motivational materials in reading
or video format.

Step 2 - Generate Traffic
Not only Tier 1 traffic such
as Google, Facebook etc.
Tier 2-3-4 have also proven
to be extremely effective.

Step 4 - Automated Conversion
Automated email follow up
strategies and self qualifying
systems producing HOT leads,
Closed Sales and more depending
on our end goal.



Before you disqualify yourself saying “LinkedIn is not suitable for my
business”, consider this: around 30,000,000 companies use LinkedIn
to generate business.

However, using a sales team to spam the LinkedIn platform with a cold
pitch approach often leads to insignificant results.

If you stay within your “LinkedIn Range,” or your daily usage, you
will not encounter these problems.

Your own LinkedIn Range is equal to 3.5 — 5.0 % of your total
number of connections. 

Advanced automation
tools for LinkedIn
provide smarter lead
generation while posing
little risk of any site
restrictions or bans. 

You can connect, message
(provide LEAD MAGNETS) 
and respond all through
an automated system.

Salespeople are for selling, not for data entry and scrapping.

LinkedIn Automation

Example: If you have 10,000 contacts, your range is approximately 350 to 500. This means
that you can safely view 500 new LinkedIn profiles as potential prospects each day.
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Best practices:



Trial subscriptions
Samples
E-books
Guides
Excel files
White papers
Micro business plans
E-newsletters
Free consultations

A lead magnet is a "POWERFUL INSTRUMENT" used to draw in your
TARGET AUDIENCE by giving them something that matters to them and
relates to the product or service that you provide. 

LEAD MAGNETS can be: The LEAD MAGNET will draw prospects
to your landing page and take them to
the product or service that is offered. 

Other strategies take prospects through
a qualifying process, where they self
qualify themselves and schedule
appointments directly with sales staff.

You can see some of the funnels we
have worked with by clicking HERE.
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Lead Magnets
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If you would like to know how to implement these strategies into your
business, CONNECT WITH US:

https://www.funnelcross.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/funnelcross/
https://twitter.com/funnelcrosshq
https://www.facebook.com/FUNNELCROSS/


FUNNELCROSS has helped
other businesses generate:

Interested in learning how
we can help your business?

Book your FREE
Consultation TODAY!

JOHN LEWIS &
DANIEL RICHARDS 

FUNNELCROSS FOUNDERS

48M
leads

7.4M
new customers

3.8B
in revenue

BOOK MEETING
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https://www.funnelcross.com/get-started/

